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Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas 77843 
We show that the general bisymmetric polynomials ;Gf)(y,,..., y,,; a,,..., 6,) are a 
limiting case of the bisymmetric, invariant polynomials ;Grr(y,,...,y,; a,,..., 6,) 
which characterize U(n) tensor operators (p, q,..., q. 0, . . . . 0). By taking suitable 
limits of a pair of difference equations for ;G$“(y; 6) we then deduce “transposition 
symmetry” for ;GF)(y; S) from the same symmetry for ;Gr)(y; 6). As an application 
of transposition symmetry for ;Gr)(y; 6) we derive an elegant, new contiguous 
relation for classical, well-poised hypergeometric series, and also prove an identity 
between these series and multiple hypergeometric series well-poised in Su(n). 
f(T) 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove “transposition symmetry” 
(see Theorem 1.3 below ) for the bisymmetric polynomials 
;Gr’(y,,..., yn; 6,,..., 6,) introduced in [7] and further studied in [2,6], 
and then use a special case of this symmetry to derive a new “contiguous 
relation” (see Theorem 1.19 below) for classical, well-poised 
hypergeometric series. 
The bisymmetric polynomials ;G:“‘(Y ,,..., yn; 6 ,,..., 6,) = ;Gl”‘(y; 6) 
generalize the bisymmetric, invariant polynomials ;G:“‘(Y, t..., Y,; 
6 I ,..., 6,) E ;Gr)(y; 6), studied in [ 1, 91, which characterize U(n) tensor 
operators ( p, q ,..., q, 0 ,..., 0). Recently, an elegant “umbra1 calculus” [2] 
has been discovered for computing ,“Gr)(y; 6) as a bisymmetric polynomial 
in the variables (y , ,..., yn} and (6, ,..., S,}. For general p the ;GF)(y; 6) 
polynomials are of interest in mathematical physics in the theory of Wigner 
coeffkients for SU(n) (see [l, 5, 6,9]). As noted in [S] and [9] (for n > 3) 
the .P”,Gr)(y; 6) polynomials are, up to a simple factor, multidimensional 
generalizations of classical [lo] well-poised hypergeometric series (see 
(3.2) below). A detailed and complete exposition of the mathematical con- 
structions that have led to “,Gr)(y; 6) is given in [3]. Additional references 
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and discussion of the problems that give rise to ,“Gf)(y; 6) can be found in 
[l, 2,441. 
Just as in L-2, 73 the polynomials ,“Gr)(y; 6) are uniquely determined by 
iteration of 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given that ;Gg)(y; S)= 1, we determine ;Gr)(y; 6) by 
means of 
,“G~‘(,yi,;,cSi,)= c (-l)r+l+=(S) fl (yi-yj)-’ 
s c In lgi<jCn 
ll..a = P + 1 icS,jjsS 
. n (Yi-Yj)-l 
lGi<jgn 
ieS,jeS 
. ,fJ ,gl (Yi-6I),.~G~~,,(,Yi-X(iES), G dip 1, (1.2) 
ieS 
where C(S) denotes the sum of the elements in the set S, JISJI is the car- 
dinality of S, x(A) is one if statement A is true and zero if A is false, 1, is 
the set (1, 2,..., n}, and O<pQn-2. 
The general transposition symmetry for TGr)(y; 6) is given by 
THEOREM 1.3 (Transposition Symmetry). Define ;G$?“(y; S) and 
p+m-F:mim)(~; 6) as in (1.2). Assume that 
OGP, (1.4a) 
and 
Odp+m-n. (1.4b) 
We then have 
TGt’C a Yi, ; 7 ,i,)=(-,)q(,zn)+(p+l).(m~n)q.*+m-~G~m)(, -di,;’ eyi,). 
(1Sa) 
That is, 
~G~)(y;~)=(-l)q(“~“)+‘“+“.‘“-““,+,-~G1T”’(-~; -y). (1.5b) 
Remark 1.6. Let (X) denote the n x m array given by (X) = (A’,) = 
((yi - S,)), and suppose that (X)’ is the transpose of the array (X). Then if 
;G$?)((X)) is defined implicitly by 
;Gr’( (A-)) 3 ;Gr’(y; 6), (1.7) 
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the symmetry in (1Sb) becomes 
~G:“‘((~))=(-1)9(“~“)+“+“~‘“-“‘9~,+,~~Gb”’((X)’). (1.8) 
Hence, the name transposition symmetry. An array analogous to (X) above 
has already been used in [ 1, 2, 5-7,9]. 
The m = n case of Theorem 1.3 was discovered in one form or another in 
[ 1, 7,9] where much of the proof was also given. A complete and detailed 
proof of the m = n case of Theorem 1.3 appears in [ 31. The general m # n 
case of Theorem 1.3 was conjectured in [7]. 
The transposition symmetry in (1.5) is the deepest known symmatry for 
;Gr)(y; 6). A substantial number of different types of mathematics are 
required in [3] to prove the m = n case of Theorem 1.3. In [7] a theorem 
was proved that illustrates how the structure of “,Gr)(y; 6) “stabilizes” as v 
increases while m-n = v remains fixed. Furthermore, in [7] it was shown 
that the “best possible” form of this result would follow from Theorem 1.3 
above. Finally, in [2], the m = n case of the “umbra1 calculus” for com- 
puting ;Gv)(y; 6) is used to show that the (known) m =n case of trans- 
position symmetry in (1.5) is equivalent to the “conjugation symmetry” for 
nG(n)(y; 6) that was conjectured in [7; see Conjecture 3.321. This con- 
iugition symmetry is directly related to the Littlewood-Richardson rule for 
multiplying two Schur functions. Important applications of even the 
m = n = 3 case of transposition symmetry can be found in [6]. 
Part of the proof of Theorem 1.3 has already been done in [7]. Just as in 
[ 1, 3,9] it was shown in [7; see Theorem 8.163 that the transposition sym- 
metry in Theorem 1.3 is a direct consequence of the difference equation in 
(1.2) and the second difference equation for ;GT)(y; 6) provided by 
= c (-l)(“F ) n +(~+l).(m~n)+m(~+l+m-n)+~(S) 
,,S,,&krn-H) 
n (S;-6,)-l. 
1 <i-ej<m 
JJ,, tsibhj)-’ ’ fi fi (Yiv61) 
i=l I=1 
iE sje s ie S,je S le.9 
.“,G~~,(,Yil;,6j+X(jES),). (1.9) 
Remark 1.10. The difference equation ( 1.9) was first discovered [7; see 
Theorem 8.151 by observing that Eq. (1.2) and Theorem 1.3 yield Eq. (1.9). 
Thus, since the m =n case of Theorem 1.3 was proven in [3], we know 
that the m = n case of (1.9) holds. 
In Section 2 of this paper we finish the proof of the general (m #n) case 
of Theorem 1.3 by showing that the m <n cases of (1.2) and (1.9) can be 
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obtained by taking suitable limits of the m = n cases of (1.2) and (1.9), 
respectively. To this end we derive 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let m c n and assume that ai > 0 are fixed constants. 
We then have 
;Gb”‘(y, ,...> yn; 6 l,...r a,)= lim [((-I)(“-“)x(%+I+ ‘.’ +an))-(P+1)9 
x- +m 
* ;GF’(y I)...) yn;d, ,..., 6,, Xam+’ )...) x”n)]. (1.12) 
and the inequality given by 
LEMMA 1.13. Let men, ScZ, such that the set (m+ 1,. 
tained in S, and //S/I = ,u + 1. Further assume that 
06p+m-n 
and that {ai} are fixed constants such that 
O<a,+, <a,+,< ... <a,. 
We then have 
j~~+lailI~n{j,....n)ll<(~+l) k aj. 
j=m+ 1 
jeS je.V 
n} is not con- 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
Remark 1.17. The proof of Proposition 1.11 can be used to obtain a 
limit relation more general then (1.2). Starting with (1.2), just as in the 
proof of (1.12), it is not hard to obtain 
;Gl”‘(y , ,..., Y,; 6, ,...> &,,) 
= lim 
hn+1- +- 
[... [,,km, ((-l)(n-m)6,+1...6,)-(~+‘)9 
* ;Gl”‘(y , ,..., yn; Al,..., ul~*~l, (1.18) 
if m <n. At the end of Section 2, transposition symmetry is applied to a 
suitable specialization of (1.18) to yield an analogous limit relation for the 
case m > n. We tirst discovered (1.18) but later found that we needed 
Proposition 1.11 instead in our proof of Theorem 1.3. Nonetheless, because 
of similar limit relations in [3, 5, 61, Eqs. (1.18) and (2.31) are of indepen- 
dent interest. 
Finally, in Section 3 we come to the most important appliation of trans- 
position symmetry in this paper. Using the relationship in [8] between 
j- iGy)(y; S) and classical, well-poised hypergeometric series, we find that 
the special cases of (1.2) in which m = 2, n = j- 2, and /J = j- 4 and of 
(1.5) in which m= j-2, n=2, and ,u=O give rise to 
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THEOREM 1.19. 
j+ IFj 
a, 1 +ta, -n, b, ,..., bj-2 
&a, a + 1 + n, a + 1 - b, - ,..., a + 1 bj~ 2 I (-1)’ 1 
‘j+ IF’ I 
a+ 1, 1 +$(a+ l), -n+ 1, b, + 1 -6r, ,..., bi 
+ 1 - 6i,,..., b,-z+ 1 -Sj-z,m 
$(a+l),a+i+n,a+l-b,+6,, ,..., a+l-b, 
(-1)’ 
I 
7 
+ dim,..., a+ 1-bjP,+6j-,,, 
(1.20) 
where 
j+IF, a, (Co [ II (p) x 
is the classical, well-poised hypergeometric series given by (1.22) below, and 
6, is one if i = m and zero otherwise. 
We need 
DEFINITION 1.21. (Well-Poised Hypergeometric Series). We let 
j+lFi 4 (a) [ II (p) x 
denote the hypergeometric series 
(1.22a) 
where (A), is the “rising factorial” 
(A),=A(A+l)...(A+/-1). (1.22b) 
We say that the hypergeometric series in (1.22a) is well-poised provided 
that 
a+1=a,+p,= ... =a,+/?,. (1.22c) 
The a and ai are numerator parameters and the pi are denominator 
parameters. 
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Well-posed hypergeometric series are very important. For a discussion of 
these series and their summation theorems see [lo]. 
Remark 1.23. Note that both hypergeometric series in (1.20) are really 
finite sums since each series has a negative integer as a numerator 
parameter. 
In classical contiguous relations [lo], parameters are shifted by f 1. 
Equation (1.20) is not quite of this form since two of the parameters are 
shifted by 4. However, in a similar way that we proved Theorem 1.19 we 
are able to derive 
THEOREM 1.24. 
j+ lFj 
U, 1 +;a, -n, b, ,..., bj--2 
~a,a+lfn,~+l-bb,,...,U+l-bj-, I 1 c-1Y 
= j+ 1Fj 
a, 1 +$a, -n+ 1, bi,..., bj-1 
SU,U+n,~+l-b,,...,~+l-bj-2 I 1 (-1)’ 
+ (-I)“- 1) (l+u)(2+a) .j$ b, 
(a+n)(l +a+n) [=i (a+ l-b,) 
Xj+lF’ 
2 + U, 2 +&a, -n + 1, bl + l,..., bj-2 + 1 
1 + $a, a + 2 + n, a + 2 - b1 ,..., a + 2 - bi+ I 1 (-1)’ . (1.25) 
In Eq. (1.25) we just have integer shifts of the parameters. It is quite 
interesting (from the orthogonal polynomial point of view) that (1.25) is a 
three-term relation. 
We conclude Section 3 by using Eq. (2.15) of [9] and transposition sym- 
metry to prove 
THEOREM 1.26. 
j+ 1Fj 
a, 1 +$a, -n, b ,,..., bj-, 
;U, U+ 1 +n, U+ 1 -bl,..., U+ 1 -bj-2 1 1 (-1)’ 
=(-ly(i-3). n!(l+a), 
l-I:‘::(l +a--,), 
I fl (1 +b,bJ,]-’ l</,S<j-2 
j-2 
*,v, CC1 +a-(b,- Y, ( -,z,). (1 -n- (b,- y&y,,l). )I n (1.27) 
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Equation (1.27) illustrates how even special cases of transposition sym- 
metry (see Eq. (3.1)) can lead to rather striking combinatorial identities. 
2. PROOF OF TRANSPOSITION SYMMETRY FOR ;Gr)(y; 6) 
We start this section with the 
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Equation ( 1.12) is certainly true for q = 0. We 
proceed by induction on q. Starting with the m = n case of (1.2) with 
6, = XU’, for m+ l<i<n, (2.1) 
we have 
lim [(( - l)(nPm)~( um+1+ “’ +%I -(p+ I)4 ) 
L--r +s 
. ;G$‘)(y ,,..., y,; 6 ,,..., 6,, xam+’ ,..., x”.)] 
= c (-l)p+‘+=(s) n (yi-yj)-‘. n (y;-yi)p’ 
,,.sis=c~+ I 
l<i<j<n I<i-cj<n 
i E S,j E S’ ieS,jeS 
' f/ fi (Yie6,) 
i=l /=I 
ic S 
.-JIy, fj fi (1 -Yix-~~)} 
i i=l I=m+l 
ic5.S 
. lim [((-1) In-m)Xhm+l+ “’ CU,) -(p+l)(y-I) 1 x’+m 
’ EGf!! I( 3 yi- x(i~ S), ; 61,..., 6,, ~~m+l,..., x”~)]. (2.2) 
Since a, > 0, the first limit on the right-hand side of (2.2) is 1. By inductive 
hypothesis, the second limit is 
~G~~,(,Y,-x(~ES),;~,,...,~,). (2.3) 
Thus, by (1.2) the right-hand side of (2.2) is 
‘@,2 ,(Y, ,..., Y,; dir..., 6,). Q.E.D. 
We next put together the 
Proof of Lemma 1.13. Since m <n and {m + l,..., n} C# S it is not hard 
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to see, without loss of generality, that we have unique {j,, j, ,..., jP+ , }, 
c. \‘I 9 b,..., i,,+ i ), and p > 0 such that 
m+l=j,di,<j,<i,<j,< ... <iP<jp<iP+,~jjp+l=n+l, (2.4a) 
{j,,j,+l,..., (i,+,-l)}cs”, for 0<1Qp, (2.4b) 
and 
{i,,i,+l,..., (j,-l)}cS, for 1 <l<p+ 1. 
Making use of (2.4) we write the left-hand side of (1.16) as 
(2.4~) 
P (i/-l) 
C C u,[(il+l-j,)+(i,+2-j,+,)+ ... +(i,+,-j,)]. (2.5) 
/=I s=i, 
We have used the fact that 
,&a, IlS”n (1 T...? 411 =o, (2.6) 
since s” n { 1,..., ~2 } = a. (If i, + 1 = n + 1 then the sum in (2.6) is empty, and 
hence 0.) 
Now, by (1.15) it is clear that 
a,C(i,+,-j,)+(i,+2-j,+,)+ ... +(i,+,-j,)l 
G qj,- l hi,+ 1 -j,)+a,j,+,-l,(i,+2-j,+l)+ ... +Q(jp-,j(ip+,-jp). (2.7) 
Since the right-hand side of (2.7) is independent of s it follows that the sum 
in (2.5) is less than or equal to 
,$, {u(j,-,,.(i,+,-j,).(j,-i,)+ ... +u(j,-,,.(ip+,-jp).(j,-i,)). (2.8) 
By an interchange of summation it is clear that (2.8) is equal to 
.g, a,,,- 1) (jr+ 1 -j,).[(j,-i,)+(j,-i,)+ ... +(j,-&)I. (2.9) 
We finish the proof of Lemma 1.13 by showing that (2.9) is strictly less 
than the right-hand side of (1.16). From (1.15) we have 
u(,r-,)<ujr. (2.10) 
By (2.4) it follows that 
[(j,-i,)+(j,--i,)+ ... +(j,-ir)]<(n-m). (2.11) 
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From (1.14) we have 
(n-m)<(p+ 1). (2.12) 
Thus, from (2.1Ok(2.12) the sum in (2.9) is strictly less than 
(P + 1) i q,(k+ 1 -jr) 
r= I 
(II- 1) 
G(P+l) C %+(P++l) f aj,(ir+,--jr) 
.,=m+l r=l 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
by (1.15), and (2.4). Q.E.D. 
At this point, observe that the m <n case of Theorem 1.3 implies the 
m > n case. To see this, start with (1Sa) and solve for 
Ic+m-:G;m)(, -a,, ;, -Y,,). 
Then replace -6, by yi, -y, by 6;, and ~1 by (p+n-m). Finally, 
interchange m and n, and simplify the exponent of (- 1). We end up with 
the m > n case of (1.5a). 
We finish the proof of Theorem 1.3 by establishing 
THEOREM 2.15. Let m < n and suppose that (1.14) and ( 1.15) hold. Ij 
;Gp)(y; 6) satisfies the m = n case of (1.9), then ;GF)(y; 6) satisfies the m <n 
case qf ( I .9). 
Proof. We make direct use of Proposition 1.11 and Lemma 1.13. We 
start with the m = n case of (1.9), take limits of both sides, and obtain the 
m<n case of (1.9). 
Applying Proposition 1.11 to the m = n case of (1.9) yields 
;G:“‘(y, ,..., y,; 6, ,..., 6,) 
(2.16a) 
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‘x”y, 
[ ( 
fi fi (l-6,.x-“i)-1. jfi’ (1 -f-o,)‘)] 
,=tn+ 1 i= 1 i=m+ I 
jES ieS ieS’ 
.Jy, 
[( 
fi fi (l-yx-a’)) 
i=l I=m+l 
IES 
. 
( 
fi (1 +x-aJ)(P+‘H--l) 
j=m+l )I1 
/ES . U-1) A(m.w,S) . lim [x B(m,n.P.S,am+I . . ... a.) II 5’+oo 
. ,$I, i [( 
(-1)‘“~“’ fi (xu,+l(iEs)))-(~+l)(~-‘) 
j=m+l 
. ;Gl"l ,( , yj, ; 6, + x( 1 ES) ,..., 6, + x(m E S), .x‘++l 
+ x(m + 1 E S),..., x”‘” + x(n E S)) II ) 
where 
A(m, n, p, S)=qS)+m(p+ I)+n (ISn {m+ l,...) a}11 
(2.16b) 
(2.16~) 
(2.16d) 
- j=;+, IJSn{l,..., j-1)11- i IlS”n{l,...~ j-l>lL 
j=m+ 1 
jss’ je.9 (2.16e) 
and 
= -(P++kL+,+ ... +a,)+ i aj(n- I(S”n {l,...,j- l>Il) 
j=m+ I 
jcS 
-j~~+rujll~n{i,~~~,ji}ll~ (2.16f) 
jtS‘ 
Since S c I, and llSl[ = p + 1, we have 
IlSn {L...,j- l}lI = (p+ I)-; lISn {j ,..., n}ll, (2.17a) 
and 
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IIS’n{l,..., j-l}li=n-(p+l)-IIS’n{j ,..., fz}II. (2.17b) 
Making use of (2.17) we rewrite (2.16e) and (2.16f) as 
=C(S)+(p+l)(m+llSn{m+l,..., n}\l--(IS”n{m+l,..., rz}II) 
+ ,=i+, IlSn Ii..., n>ll + i IIS“n (A.., n}ll, (2.18) 
j=m+l 
jcS‘ ies 
and 
= + ,=~+,a,iS’n(i,-.n}ll-(ii+l) i uj} 
i 
(2.19a) 
j=m+l 
jt S ] E s 
+ + lf ai(llSn {j,...,n}ll -(p+ 1)) 
i I 
(2.19b) 
,=m+ I 
, E S’ 
We now study B(m, n, p, S, a,, ,,..., a,). Since /(SI( = (,u+ 1) and 
nz+ 16jGn it is clear that 
llSn(j,...,n)ll,<max((~+ lL(n-m)) 
6 (P + 11, (2.20) 
by using (1.14). Thus, by (1.15), the sum in (2.19b) is less than or equal to 
zero. It is now clear from (2.19) and Lemma 1.13 that 
B(m, n, P, S, a, + , ,..., a,) < 0, if (m+ l,..., n} ti S. (2.21 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
B(m, n, P, S, a, + I,...- 0,) = 0, if (m + l,...) n} c s. (2.22 
The limits on the right-hand side of (2.16) can now be computed. By 
(1.15) the limit in (2.16b) is 1. From (2.21) and (2.22) we have that the 
limit in (2.16~) is 0 if {m+ l,..., n} d S, and 1, otherwise. Finally, by 
Proposition 1.11, the limit in (2.16d) is 
;G$‘! ,( , Y,, ; 6 I+ x( 1 E S),..., 6, + x(m E S)). (2.23) 
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From (2.18) we see that if {m + I,..., n} c S then 
A(m, n, p, S) = C(S) + n(p + 1). (2.24) 
Putting all of these facts together we find that (2.16) becomes 
;Gr)h ,..., Y,,; 6, ,..., S,) 
= c t-11 
i3.v + d/J + 1) . n (si- sj,y 
{m + l,...,n) c SC f” l<icjCm 
ll~ll = B + 1 i6S.je.F 
’ n (Si-hj)-‘. fi fi (~i-~,).~G~?~(,y,, ;,aj+X(jES),). 
lCi<jGm i=l I=1 
itzS(‘,jsS IES (2.25) 
After the “change of variables” given by 
S’ = s- {m + l,..., n}, (2.26) 
it is not hard to see that (2.25) is the m <n case of (1.9). First note that 
{m + l,..., n}cScln and ]lSll=~+l imply that 
s’ c I, and IlS’ll=(~+l+ m-n). (2.27) 
Next, writing [(m+ l)+ ... +n] as 
[(m+ l)+ ... +n]=m(n-m)+(m-n)(m-n- 1)/2, 
it is clear that 
C(S)=C(S')+m(n-m)+ 
m-n ( 1 2 . (2.28) 
Thus, by (2.28), we have 
( _ 1 )im) + 4P + 1) - -(-l)b,“) +m(n-m)+n(p+l)+~(S’) 
=(-l)(“$ m(n - m) - n(p + I) + X:(Y) 
= (_ l)(m;n)+m(m~n)+(2m~n)(ll+ l)+z(s’) 
=(-l)(“, 1 n +(p+I)(m~n)+m(~+I+m-fl)+~(S’) . (2.29) 
It is now clear from (2.26)-(2.29) that (2.25) is the m <n case of (1.9) 
with S replaced by S’. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section by deriving the m >II analog of the limit 
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relation in (1.18). First note that (1.18) remains true if ai+ -co. Applying 
this version of (1.18) to 
with n cm, and simplifying, gives 
nG;m)(-61 ,..., -6,; -y ,,..., -y,) bL+m--n 
=,n+r$+m [...[ lim (yn+,...~m)-(~+‘+m-n)q 
Ym - + cc 
~I~+m--::G$“)(-L., -6,; -yj, . . . . -y,,Jl~.~l, (2.30) 
if n cm. Applying Theorem 1.3 to both sides of (2.30) yields 
;G:“‘(Y 1 ,..., Y, ; 6, 3”., 6,) 
= lim [... [ lim (~,~+,...~~,)-(ll+‘+~~~~~ 
yn+,- -Cm’ ym * + cc 
. (- l)-4C(mi!i)+(P+ lNm~n)l ki +m -F:“‘(Y, ,.... Y,,,; 6, ,..., S,,Jl . . .I, 
(2.31) 
Observe that (2.31) can be proved in the same way as (1.18) by starting 
with the n = m case of (1.9) and then replacing p by (p + 1 + m -n). 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.19, 1.24, AND 1.26 
Our starting point for this section is the special case of (1.5) in which 
m=j-2, n=2, and p=O. That is, 
/~~~G:“)(y;6)=(-l)“(‘i3).,_aG:i--2)(-s; -y). (3.1) 
When expressed in terms of {y,, yz} and (6, ,..., 6,- 2}, the relationship in 
[S] between j- :Gy) and the well-poised hypergeometric series of 
Definition 1.21 can be written as 
=j+ IFj i 
Y1-Yr-4% 1 +;(Y,-Yz-q), -%6,-Y,,..., 6Jp2-Y* 
t(Yl-Y2CqL Yl-Y2+ '7 YIp61-9+ l,..., Y*-6j-2-4+ l I 1 C-1 )’ 
JIr3Y1-~,-q+ l),. 
(l-q+YI -YA/ 
(3.2) 
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Equating the right-hand sides of (3.1) and (3.2) yields 
*G(j-*)(-~3~ ,..., -dji-*; -yl, -y2) i-4 4 
=(-l)C3)* 
i’ 
Jfi2(y1-6r-q+I)q *((1-q+y,-y2)q)-‘~j+lFj 
s= 1 I 
-[ 
Yl-Y*-q, l +t(Yl-Y*-q), -4, 61-Y2,.**9 hj-2-Y2 
f(Y1-Y*-q)Y YI-Y*+ ‘3 Y*C6*-q+ l,..., Y1-6j-*-q+ 1 I 1 (-1)' . (3.3) 
We are ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 1.19. The proof is essentially done once we substitute 
the right-hand side of (3.3) into the special case of (1.2) corresponding to 
j-:G~-2’(-6, ,..., -djj-*; -yl, -y2). (3.4) 
Indexing ScZjP2 with ((S((=j-3 by using F={m} where l<m< 
j- 2 and L(S) = (j - 1 )(j - 2)/2 - m, the special case of (1.2) corresponding 
to (3.4) becomes 
j-jGy-*‘( 2 -di, ; 2 -Yi,) 
= ‘t* (-l)+2)+(j;3)-m 
m=l 
. n (6,-iii)-1- JJ 
i 
m-1 j-2 J--2 
(si-sm)-” n (Y1--6i)(Y2--6i) 
i= 1 i=m+l i=l I 
. *G”-*‘(, -(Si+ 1 - 6,), ; , -yi,), jZrn J-4 q--l (3.5) 
where 6, equals 1 if i = m, and 0 otherwise. 
Substituting the appropriate case of the right-hand side of (3.3) into (3.5) 
leads to 
j+lF, 1 
[ 
Yl-Y*-4, 1 +~(Yl-Y2-4),-49 d1-Y23..., djj2-Y2 
r(Yl-Y2-4), YI-Y2+ l, Ylp61-q+ l,*.., Y1C6j-2-4+ 1 I 1 (-1 )j 
=;g (I< ;;;I;f)). :,‘:r;;:“,‘+:; 
i#m 
,--.> 6i+ 1 -6jm-y*,...y Sj-* + 1 -6jp*,m-Y* (-1)’ . 
,..-, Y1-6i+6j~-q+1,...,yl-6j-*+~jj*Z,m-q+1 I 1 
(3.6) 
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The proof of Theorem 1.19 is completed by observing that replacing 
(y, - yz-q), q, and (hi-yz) by a, n, and bi, respectively, transforms (3.6) 
into ( 1.20). Q.E.D. 
Though similar to the proof of Theorem 1.19, we do not need trans- 
position symmetry to give the 
Proof of Theorem 1.24. Equation (1.25) is a direct consequence of (3.2) 
and the m = j- 2, n = 2, p = 0 case of (1.2). This case of (1.2) can be writ- 
ten as 
= +(Y,-Y~)-~. n (~~-~,)~~~~~G~~,(y,-l,y,;,~i,)-(y,-yz) ’ /= I 
1-2 . n (~?-6,).‘~~G~~,(y,,yz-l;,G;,). (3.7) 
/= I 
Substituting the appropriate case of the right-hand side of (3.2) into (3.7) 
gives 
j+& [ 
Yl-Yz-q, 1 +&w-q), -4, 6,-yz,...,6,m2-y2 
;(y,-y2-q),y,-yz+l,y,-6,~q+1 )...) y,-6,P2-q+1 I 1 ((1)’ 
=,+,Fi yY2-YJ+f(Yl 
L 
-Y2-41, -q+ 1, b,rYr ,...’ 6ip2-y2 
2(YI-Y2p4)Y Y1-Y2, ‘JIp61-q+ l*..., 71-6j 2-q+ 1 I 1 
(-1 ), 
+(-I”-11. (Y,-Yz-4+ u2+2 (6,-Y,) 
(Y, -Y2)* ,=1 (y,-6,-q+ l)"+'Fj 
.  yI-y2pq+2T 2++(y,py2-q).-q+ 1,6,-y,+ I , . . . ,  dj-2-y2+ 1 
l+t(y,-Y2-q), y,-y2+2, Y,-d,-q+L., y,-6,-,-q+2 I I 
(-1)’ . 
(3.8) 
Replacing (y, - y? - q), q, and (Si - y2) by a, n, and bi, respectively, and 
noting that a+n=y, -y2 and a+ 1 -b,=y, -hi-q+ 1, it is clear that 
(3.8) becmes (1.25). Q.E.D. 
We finish this section by proving Theorem 1.26. By replacing n, j, k, A,,, 
b, with 1 <I, s6n by j-2, j,O, (6,<-6,) (1 +6,-d,) with 1 <I, s<j-2, 
respectively, and then setting bl, equal to 
Y,-61, ifs= j- 1 and 1 <I< j-2, (3.9a) 
and 
Y2--,3 ifs= jand 1 <,I< j-2, (3.9b) 
607/57!3-2 
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in Eq. (2.15) of [9] we obtain 
2G”-2’( -6 ,,..., -6. i-4 9 J-2; -71, -YJ 
+1)4j;2).q! c 
j-2 
(3.10) 
Equating the right-hand sides of (3.3) and (3.10) yields 
YI-YZ-Q, l +i(YI-YZ-q), -43 61-Y2v.*,6j-2-Y2 
+(Y1-Y2-q), yI-y2+ 1. y1-61-q+ l,..., yl-Sj-2-q+ l 1 1 (-1)’ 
qw-q+lJ,--21, 
=(-1)s”-3’.n:;:(y,-~~-q+ l)*,,+ +Y,-2’4 c 
.{l,,Jj<jp2( 
6,-6,+Y,-Y, 
(8,-J,) ).L,~~~~~2(1+6,-~~)y/l-’ 
j-2 
$I1 C(l +YI -6,- 4+YJ(q-y,).U +Y2-~,-q+YJ(,-,,,l * 
I 
(3.11) 
Replacing (7, - y2 -q), q, and (Si - y2) by a, n, and bi, respectively, and 
noting that a+l+n=y,-y,+l, a+l-b,=y,-6,-q+l, b,-b,.= 
6,-S,, and a-b[=y,-6,-q, it is not hard to see that (3.11) equals 
(1.27). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.12. Theorems 1.19 and 1.26 are much deeper than 
Theorem 1.24 because the proofs of (1.20) and (1.27) required the trans- 
position symmetry in (3.1), while the proof of (1.25) did not. 
Remark 3.13. Note that Theorem 1.19 preserves the well-poised con- 
dition. This fact distinguished (1.20) from most contiguous relations for 
classical hypergeometric series. 
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